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1. Introduction 
This paper is devoted to the synthesis of a functional version of the Knuth-Morris- 
Pratt algorithm for pattern matching. This algorithm was first discussed by Knuth 
[6]; since then formal developments have been given by Dijkstra [4] and Dromey 
[5], among many others. The novel aspects of the present treatment are: (i) the 
result is expressed as a (very short) functional program; and (ii) the derivation 
makes use of the calculus of lists described by Bird [ 11. In order to make this paper 
as self-contained as possible, we shall indicate the concepts and notations of [l] 
used in our derivation as we go along. However, we do assume some familiarity 
with the basic ideas of functional programming. (For an introduction to functional 
programming, see Bird and Wadler [3].) 
The calculus of lists is based on the definition of lists as an algebraic structure 
(actually, a monoid) under the primitive operation of concatenation, denoted by 
the sign *. Thus 
Concatenation is an associative operation and has the empty list, denoted by [ 1, 
as its identity element. 
The above information is sufficient for us to be able to specify the pattern matching 
problem. Let w (called the pattern) and t (called the text) be lists of characters. 
Required is an efficient algorithm for computing a boolean function match such 
that match w f holds just in the case that there exists lists u and u so that t = u +t w +t u. 
This condition is just the assertion that w is a segment of t. Let the function segs 
return a list of all the segments of a given list. An equivalent statement of the 
problem is now given by: 
match w t = w E segs t 
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The formal definition of segs given in [ 1] is based on two subsidiary functions, inits 
and tails, which return the list of initial and final segments of a list, respectively. Thus, 
inits[a, , a,, . . . ) an1 = rr I, [&I,. . ., [a,, %r.. . , %ll, 
Informally speaking, the segments of a list can be computed by taking the tail 
segments of all the initial segments and concatenating the results. (An alternative 
method is to take the initial segments of all the tail segments.) To formalize this 
procedure we need to introduce two important operators in the theory of lists, the 
map operator * and the reduction operator /. 
The operator * takes a function on its left and a list on its right; we have 
Thus, (f*) takes a list and appliesf to every element. A simple yet important fact 
about * is the map distributivity law: 
(.I-. g) * = (f*) . (g *I. 
Here, the sign ( a) denotes functional composition. 
The reduction operator / takes an operator on its left and a list on its right; we have 
O/[u,,u, )...) u,]=u,Ou,O~~~Ou,. 
The operator 0 used in a reduction must be associative (there are no brackets on 
the right of the above equation). If, in addition, 0 has an identity element e, then 
we define 
Q/[]=e. 
Using the above functions we can now define segs: 
segs =+t/ * fails * f inits. 
We can also formally define the list membership operation (a E): 
(a E)= v/ .(a=)*. 
Here, v is the operation of logical disjunction. In words, a E x holds if the list of 
boolean values, obtained by comparing a with every element of x, contains an 
occurrence of the value True. 
Functions of the form h = O/ . f * define homomorphisms on lists, and are studied 
extensively in [I]. For present purposes we require only the following fact: if 
h=Q/.f*, then 
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In particular we can now calculate that: 
match w 
= definition of match 
(WE) * segs 
= definition of segs 
(w E ) . ++/ * tails * + inits 
= definition of E and fact above 
v/ . (WE) *. tails *. inifs 
= map distributivity 
v / . endswith w * . inits 
where we introduce 
endswith w x = (w E tails x). 
This calculation gives a new expression for match. For example: 
match “aba” “ababa” 
= v /endswith “aba” * inits “ababa” 
= v /endswith “aba” * [““, “a”, “ab”, “aba”, “abab”, “ababa”] 
= v /[False, False, False, True, False, True] 
= True. 
The derived expression for match is executable and requires O(m’n) steps, where 
m and n are the lengths of w and t, respectively. This time can be reduced to 0( mn) 
steps by optimizing endswith w to run in O(m) steps. The KMP algorithm, on the 
other hand, requires only O(m + n) steps. 
2. Strategy 
The strategy for calculating an efficient algorithm for match is based on the 
following algebraic identity (in fact, [l, Lemma 51): 
(@+e)* initsx=(OfPe)x (1) 
for all 0, e and x. The left-hand side of (1) denotes the application of a left-reduction 
(CD+ e) (called fofdf in [3]) to every initial segment of x. The informal definition 
of (O+e) is: 
(O+ e)[x, , x2, . . , , xnl = (((eOxI)Ox2)0. . -)0x,. 
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Thus, left-reductions are like general reductions, except that an explicit value e is 
provided as the value of the reduction on the empty list, and the order of association 
is from left to right. Given a fixed order of association, it is no longer necessary to 
assume that 0 is associative. In fact the type of 0 can take the general form 
O:(Px(Y)-p 
so 0 need not even satisfy the type constraints on an associative operator (namety, 
that it should have type cy x (Y + LY for some cu). 
Formally, (O+ e) is defined recursively by the equations 
(O+e)[l=e, 
(@+e)(xtt-[a]) = (O+e)xOa. 
Note that direct evaluation of the left-hand side of (1) requires 0( n’) calculations 
involving 0, where n is the length of x. 
The right-hand side of (1) denotes a Zef-accumulation (called SCQ~ in [3]): 
[e, eOx,, (eOx,)Ox2,. . . , ((eOx,)Ox,)O. . *Ox,] 
where x=[x,,x2 ,..., x,]. Formally, we have: 
(O+ e)[ I= [el, 
(O+ e)([a]++x) = [e]*(@+(eOa))x. 
Thus, (@7f4 e) x can be computed in O(n) calculations involving 0. Equation (1) 
can therefore be viewed, from left to right, as an efficiency improving transformation. 
The use of equation (1) in our problem is indicated by the form of the right-hand 
side of the derived expression for match. It suggests the following strategy for our 
problem: if we can express endswith w as a left-reduction, involving an operator 0 
whose values can be computed quickly, then match can be computed as a ieft- 
accumulation. More precisely, 
match w 
= previous calculation 
v / . endswith w * * inits 
= consequence of successful strategy 
v / . (@I++ e) * * inits 
= equation (1) 
v/.(@-#e). 
Unfortunately, the suggested strategy will not work. The function endswith w returns 
a single boolean value, and this is insufficient information for it to be expressible 
as a left-reduction. The next best thing is to express endswith w as the composition 
of a left-reduction with another function. More precisely, we shall show 
endswith w = h. (074 e) (2) 
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for a suitable function h and operator 0. This leads to the conclusion that 
match w = v / . h * . (Ojp e). 
In fact, every function over lists can be expressed as the composition of some 
function with a left-reduction (just take the left-reduction that computes the identity 
function on lists). The trick, however, is to choose h and 0 in (2) so that the resulting 
form for match can be computed in linear time. 
The minimal generalization which enables us to make progress is to replace 
endswith w x by a value that gives the maximum amount of overlap between w and 
x. The function overlap w returns the longest initial segment of w that ends x. If this 
longest segment is w itself, then x ends with w; otherwise not. 
The function overlap is defined formally by the equations: 
overlap w x = f#/starts watails x, 
starfs w z = (z E inits w). 
This says that overlap wx is the longest final segment of x that is also an initial 
segment of w. The expression p 4 x denotes the sublist of those elements of x that 
satisfy the predicate p and tS is an operator that returns the longer of two lists. 
The relationship between endswith and overlap is that 
endswith w x = (w = overlap w x). 
Assuming that overlap w can be expressed as a left-reduction 
have 
matchw= v/.(w=)*.(@fPe). 
This expression for match is not quite good enough for the 
(074 e), we therefore 
final algorithm, since 
it contains the presumably expensive test (w =). We shall show how to avoid it 
after first expressing overlap w as a left-reduction. 
3. Derivation 
The construction of overlap w as a left-reduction is based on the definition 
overlap w x = f+/ starts w 4 tails x, 
startswz=(zEinitsw) 
of overlap given above. The aim is to try and find e and 0 such that overlap w 
= (@+ e), that is, we require 
overlap w [ ] = e, 
overlap w (x++[a]) = overlap wx@a. 
We will need the following two properties of starts w: 
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In words, the first equation says that [ ] is an initial segment of w, and the second 
equation says that ~++[a] is an initial segment of w just in the case that x is a 
(proper) initial segment of w and a is the first element of the sequence that remains 
when x is removed from w. The operator 7 is defined by the rule 
(x++y)-x=y 
and hd (short for head) is defined for nonempty lists by 
hd([a]*x) = a 
(The companion function tl (short for fail), defined by 
tI([u]+x) =x 
is needed below.) 
Equation (4) can also be described using terminology from [l]: a predicate p is 
said to be prefix-closed if 
P(X++YWPX 
for all x and y. In words, p is prefix-closed if it holds for every initial segment of 
x whenever it holds for x. It follows that a prefix-closed predicate must hold for 
the empty list if it holds at all. For simplicity, we limit the definition of prefix-closure 
to exclude the everywhere false predicate. Thus, we suppose 
p[ ] = True 
for all prefix-closed p. 
(5) 
Any function 6 which satisfies the equation 
p(x*[u])=pxASux (6) 
for all a and x is called a derivative function of p. Now, equation (4) says that 
starts w is a prefix-closed predicate with derivative function 
swux=(x#w)h(u=hd(w-x)). (7) 
For the rest of this section we consider properties of an arbitrary prefix-closed 
predicate. In the final section we return again to the particular case of the predicate 
starts w, and thence to the solution of the pattern matching problem. 
The following lemma was given in [l]. 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose p is a prefix-closed predicate, und let 
fx=T,/patuilsx 
72en f = (@+ [ I), where 0 is given by 
xOu=~,/p~tails(x*[u]) 
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Equivalently, 0 can be dejned recursively by 
x++Eal, ifdx++[al), 
if Mx*[al) * x = [ I, 
if lp(x+qa])Ax#[]. 
Proof. We give an informal proof. The crucial observation is that since p is prefix 
closed, the value of f(x++[a]) must be some final segment of fx++[a]. It cannot 
be longer than fx++[a] because, if it were, then removing the last element gives a 
sequence that satisfies p and is longer than fx. But this contradicts the definition 
of fx. From this fact we obtain 
f(x++[a]) = T,/patuils(fx++[a]). 
Now, by the definition of 0, the right side of this equation is just fx@ a. Since we 
also have f[ 1, we therefore get that 
as required. The recursive definition of 0 is easy to calculate: it expresses the 
straightforward procedure of finding the longest tail segment of (x-t+[a]) satisfying 
p by inspecting the final segments of (x++[a]) in decreasing order of length. 0 
An immediate consequence of the lemma is that 
x@a =f(x*[u]) =fxOa 




x*[al, if p(x*[al). 
if ip(x*[u]) A x = [ 1, 
f(tlx)Ou, if ~p(x++[u])Ax#[]. 
The advantage of the new equations for 0 is that values of x@u are required only 
for lists x satisfying p. Since the left-hand argument of 0 decreases in length at 
each recursive call, the new equations serve as an alternative recursive definition 
of 0. 
Now, suppose that p has derivative function 6, so that 
p(x*[u])=pxASux. 
Since we know that p x holds for each computed value of x0 a, we can rewrite the 
definition of 0 once again, this time in the form 
i 
x++[al, ifsax, 
xOu= [I, if+axAx=[], 
f(rlx)Ou, ifiGuxAx#[]. 
The advantage of this step is that possibly expensive computations of p are elimi- 
nated. More precisely, they are traded for additional computations off: This will 
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only lead to a saving if expressions of the form f( tlx) can be computed efficiently 
and, since their values may be required more than once, never recomputed. To 
illustrate this situation, suppose that p holds just for a finite set S of lists. Then, 
for the purpose of computing 0, f is required only for a finite number of arguments 
(those of the form tlx for x in S) and these can be precomputed and stored in a 
table. This process is known as tabulation (see [2] for a general discussion of the 
idea). If we can assume the existence of a constant time look-up function, then the 
efficient computation of 0 can be expressed in the form: 
( 
-+[a], if Sax, 
xOu= [I, ifi6axfix=[], 
lookupf(tlx)Oa, ifi6axhxf[]. 
Although each individual computation of x@a may require more than a fixed 
number of steps, the evaluation of (O+ [ 1) on a list of length n will take no more 
than O(n) steps, assuming 6 a requires constant time. 
The second step of our development is to obtain this efficiency by choosing a 
suitable representation of the table and showing how it can be constructed. We 
shall not assume the table is finite; this means that we do not assume that the table 
is built first and only afterwards used. Rather, the pieces of the table are built as 
and when they are needed. Of course, only a finite portion of the table is required 
in a finite computation. This “lazy” approach (familiar to functional programmers) 
is crucial to the success of the algorithm. 
We shall implement the table as an element of the following type: 
table a::= Null[ Node([a], table CK, cy + table CY). 
The syntax for type declarations used here is that of [3] and is common in functional 
programming. The declaration says that Null is an element of table a, and so is 
Node(x, t, #J) for all sequences of o-values x, elements t of type ruble CY, and functions 
4 : Q + table a. 
Informally, the table structure can be thought of as a linked list of nodes. The 
contents of the node Node(x, t, 4) is a string x, and f is a pointer to the node whose 
contents are f( tlx) (if x # [ I), and the special node Null otherwise. Thus, the 
look-up function mentioned above is implemented by extracting the second com- 
ponent of nodes. The third component 4 is a function that returns, for argument 
a, a pointer to the node with contents ~++[a]. We should emphasize that the words 
“linked list”, “contents” and “pointer” have no formal meaning in our notation, 
but are used for expository purposes only. 
Formally, the relationship between tables and sequences of tr-values is described 
by a representation function II : [a] + table cr, which satisfies the equations 
n([ I) = NoW[ I, Null, Aa.n([al)L 
II(x) = Node(x, II(f(tlx)), Aa.lT(x++[a])), if xf [ ]_ 
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the function II is injective with 17-l defined by 
n-‘( No&(x, f, u)) = x. 
Under the representation given by lI, the operation 0 is translated into an operation 
0 satisfying 
17(x)@a = Iz(x0a). (8) 
It follows (by an easy induction) from (8) that 
Il. to+ r I) = to+ nu I)) 
and so, if f= (Of, [ I), that 
f=n-' . (@++II([])). 
It is worth restating this idea of a change in representation somewhat more generally 
since it arises frequently in the calculation of efficient programs. Suppose we want 
to compute (CD+ e), where e is an element of some type p, and 0:p x CY +p. 
Suppose also that direct evaluation of this expression is unacceptably inefficient. 
Let Ii’ : p + struct p be an injective function specifying some correspondence between 
elements of p and elements of some, probably more elaborate, structure based on 
p. The essential idea is that if 0 satisfies equation (8), then 
(O+e)=II-’ . (@+in(e)) 
and evaluation of the right-hand side may prove more efficient. 
Two tasks remain: first, to convert the nonconstructive definition of @ given by 
equation (8) into a constructive one; and second, to massage the definition of II so 
that the starting value II([ 1) for the computation off can be computed efficiently. 
Using the definition of II, the definition of 0 given in Lemma 3.1 and equation 
(8), we can calculate the following constructive definition of 0: 
1 
9a, ifsax, 
Node(x, t, ~&)@a = t,, if+axnx=[], 
t@a, ifi6axr\x#[], 
where to= I7([ 1). If we set 
NullOa = to, 
then the second two clauses of the definition of 0 can be compressed into one: 
Node(x, t, +)@a = 
44 ifaax, 
t@a, otherwise. 
It remains to show how to compute t, more efficiently than through direct use of 
the representation function IZ. Given a suitable functional programming language, 
the equations specifying II as they stand can be used to compute t,,= Il([ I), even 
though the computation will never terminate. The important point is that, when 
information about some node in the table is required, the further construction of 
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the table will always make sufficient progress to enable the information to be 
supplied. The disadvantage of using the equations for II is only that evaluation 
may involve many recomputations of the second components of nodes. 
Instead, we shall use a modified representation function P that satisfies: 
‘Il([ 1, NUN = D([ I), 
?P(x, I7(f( t/x))) = II(x), if x # [ 1. 
In brief, the second argument to 9 is just the value required for the second 
component of the node under construction. 
From the first equation for P we get to = P([ 1, Null) and from the second we get 
T(x, fl(f(rlx))) 
=definition of !P 
U(x) 
= definition of 17 
Node(x,fl(f(tlx)), AaX(x+t[a])) 
=definition of ly 
MWx, fl(f(tlx)), Aa.T(x+fCal, n(_f(Wx++lal))))). 
To simplify the last expression, observe that if x f [ 1, then 
~(f(~w+[~l))) 
=x not empty 
n(f(t~x*[Ql)) 
= sincef= (O+ [ 1) 
n(f(rlx)Oa) 
= equation (8) 
n(f(trx))oa. 
Hence, setting f = n(f(trx)), we get 
YP(x, t)= Node(x, t, Aa.Y(x++[u], tOa)). 
This completes the major portion of the development. Let us summarize what we 
have done as a second lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. Under the assumptions of Lemma 3.1, we have 
f = n-’ . (0+ to), 
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where 
Ll-‘( Node (x, t, 4)) = x, 
Null0 a = to, 
Node(x, t, #~)@a = 
+, if6 a x, 
t@a, otherwise, 
to= ?P([ 1, Null) 
?P(x, t) = Node(x, t, ha.W(x+t[a], tOa)). 
4. The KMP algorithm 
Now let us return to the particular case p = starts w. Here, the derivative function 
is 
and this definition can be substituted for 6 in the conclusion of Lemma 3.2. There 
are two further optimizations we can make. First, in order to avoid expensive 
computations of hd ( w - x), we can store z = w-x rather than x as the first 
component of nodes; this leads to the changes 
K’(Node(z, t, +))= w-z, 
Null@ a = t, 
Node(z, t, $)@a = 
@, ifz#[]Aa=hdz, 
tOa, otherwise, 
to = !P ( w, Null) 
?P(z, t)= Node(z, t, Aa.?P(z-[a], tOa)). 
In the first line, the operator - is defined by the equation 
(x*y)-y = x. 
We now have 
overlap w = II-’ . (0-P to). 
Recalling the definition of endswith, we have 
endswith w x = (w = overlap w x) 
and so we obtain 
endswith w = test 1 (@+ to), 
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where 
test(Node(z, t, 4)) = (w=K’(AWe(z, t, 4))) 
=(w=w-z) 
=(z=[]). 
For the final optimization, observe that in the particular case p = starts w the third 
component of nodes, namely the function 4, is applied only to one value, namely 
the head of the first component. We can therefore replace &, by the result of this 
application. 
With this second change the algorithm for computing match can be expressed 
finally as: 
match w = v / - test * * (Ojp to), 
where 
test(iVode(z, t, 14)) =(z=[ I), 
ivull@a = t,, 
iVode(z, t, u)Oa = ” ifz#[]Au=hhdz, 
t@a, otherwise, 
to= ‘4v(w, AWZ), 
?P(z, t) = Node(z, t, P(tlz, tO(hdz))). 
These six equations give the KMP algorithm expressed as a functional program. 
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